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Amazon  (NASDAQ: AMZN ) has either made deals to or been forced by law to
collect sales tax in a number of states -- sales for the site to households in those
states have decreased by 9.5%, according to a study by researchers at Ohio State
University.

The study also showed that the effect is "more pronounced" for larger purchases
and that Amazon's loss becomes a 2% increase in purchases at local brick-and-
mortar retailers and a 19.8% increase in purchases at competing online retailers.

If those numbers track out as Amazon either agrees to (or is forced to) collect
sales tax around the country, the impact on business could be enormous (though
less than a 9.5% drop in business because some states don't have a sales tax in
the first place).  

Amazon is the only company affected

Amazon has been such a huge success that it has taken business away from
traditional retailers and affected sales tax collection across the country. Tax
collection in general has fallen more into focus as the so-called "Great Recession"
lowered revenues across the board and caused an increased demand on services.
That has led a number of states to evaluate their tax collection systems. Amazon
has fallen under scrutiny because the site not only avoids paying taxes to the state
(which hurts the state), but not charging sales tax gives the online retailer a pricing
advantage over actual stores.

Of course Amazon already has a pricing advantage over traditional retailers
because the company does not have to maintain brick-and-mortar stores. The
sales tax edge is another arrow in its quiver and one more reason customers might
choose Amazon over a traditional store.   

To combat this a number of states have adopted laws, which the OSU study
refers to as an "Amazon Tax," to make all online retailers collect sales tax.
"Amazon is usually the only retailer to have been affected by such laws because it
dominates the online retail space," according to the study. While the new rules are
supposed to apply to all online retailers, no tracking methodology was built into
the laws making it easy for many companies to simply ignore them (which many
if not most have done).

"The laws have been abject failures," Rebecca Madigan, executive director of the
Performance Marketing Association, told Bloomberg BNA. "It boggles my mind
that a state would pass a law without a way to track if the law is effective."

Amazon itself supports a national law that levels the playing field for everyone --
forcing all companies to collect applicable sales taxes. Amazon spokesman Ty
Rogers told Bloomberg BNA the company supports the Marketplace Fairness Act
and has consistently opposed state-by-state laws. 

"Amazon is a fraction of the overall market so even if Amazon is collecting in a
state, federal legislation is the only way for states to collect more than a fraction
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of the revenue already owed," Rogers said in an email.

How big of an advantage did Amazon have?

"We are at a serious competitive disadvantage against out-of-state, online retailers
who pay no taxes," Barnes & Noble  (NYSE: BKS ) Vice President Gene
DeFelice told The Los Angels Times.

Not having to collect sales tax made Amazon's already low prices even lower,
which makes it awfully hard for customers to justify making purchases elsewhere
even when they want to help local business. The OSU study showed that the
advantage varied from state to state depending upon the tax rate. The researchers
also believe the impact to Amazon's business to be long-term and not just a
reaction to the law being implemented.

We rule out the possibility that this result is due to an
anticipation effect (i.e., buyers temporarily increase
purchases just before the implementation of the tax). In
fact, the magnitude of the effect increases as we
increase the window around the tax implementation
date, suggesting that the decrease in Amazon sales is
not driven by a temporary acceleration of purchases
prior to the implementation of the law.

In some ways it appears that forcing Amazon to collect sales tax causes a change
in customer perception because in many cases Amazon still offers a lower price,
something the company notes in a response to the survey.

"As analysts have noted, Amazon offers the best prices with or without sales tax,"
Amazon spokesperson Ty Rogers said in an email to GeekWire.

Amazon has to react

When Amazon starts collecting sales tax in Florida on May 1 it will be charging
sales tax to over 60% of the country, GeekWire reported.

If collecting sales tax changes customers' perception of the brand's value
proposition then Amazon needs to get in front of that story and push a
comparison of its prices to competitor prices. A deeper concern however is that
people liked not paying sales tax not just to save money, but also to not be paying
that money to the government. To fight that Amazon must push lawmakers to
add enforcement provisions to the "Amazon Tax' laws so no company can get
away without paying.

It was never fair that Amazon enjoyed a tax advantage over traditional retailers
and it's similarly not fair that smaller online retailers now enjoy that advantage
over Amazon. 

Having lower overhead so you can operate on smaller margins and being big
enough to garner better pricing from vendors are business reasons for Amazon's
success. Those advantages were planned and earned not the result of a tax
loophole.  

Amazon is getting a bit of a taste of its own medicine but the retailer never should
have been able to get away with not charging sales tax. And as much as people
might enjoy seeing the company suffer due to the tables being turned, the playing
field -- at least as far as sales taxes go -- should be level for everyone.

Read on for a breaking investor alert.

Finding the "next big thing" in investing is no easy task; that's why we at The
Motley Fool pride ourselves in our track record of predicting new investment
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opportunities that have led to our record-breaking returns. So, we've put together
a new investment video presentation outlining what we believe will be bigger
than... wait for it... THE INTERNET. It's a $14.4 trillion industry that's just now
in its infancy, but has the potential to make the Internet we have now look like a
relic. Gain access NOW to our expert insight AND top stock winners, just by
clicking here to watch the video.

Daniel Kline has no position in any stocks mentioned. The Motley Fool
recommends Amazon.com. The Motley Fool owns shares of Amazon.com and
Barnes & Noble. Try any of our Foolish newsletter services free for 30 days. We
Fools may not all hold the same opinions, but we all believe that considering a
diverse range of insights makes us better investors. The Motley Fool has a
disclosure policy.
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